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ABSTRACT
The overwhelming truth of the infinite, Almighty God coming to earth, clothing
Himself in flesh in order to begin His grand plan for the redemption of mankind is often
lost amid the festive celebrations of the Christmas season. The holidays are a time when
joy and sorrow are intensified and people’s hearts are softened, making them more
receptive to hear the message of the Gospel and the hope found only in Jesus. The
following Worship Ministry Project seeks to elicit the overwhelming truth of God’s love
to the unbeliever and to reignite the wonder and worship in the hearts of believers as to
how the King of kings came as Emmanuel in order to die for the freedom and restoration
of humanity.
Keywords: Worship, Emmanuel, Evangelism, Incarnation, Christmas Service
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Introduction
In the opening chapter of the Gospel of John, the Apostle declares a truth that
carries an eternal weight of such magnitude, the feebleness of man’s mind will never be
able to fully grasp it this side of heaven. Yet, believers and non-believers alike celebrate
this truth year after year during the Christmas season to an almost numbing effect, too
easily missing its gravity. Herein lies this awesome reality: “And the Word became flesh
and dwelt among us, and we have seen His glory, glory as of the only Son from the
Father, full of grace and truth.”1 The divine, eternal “Word” that spoke the cosmos into
being at the beginning of time left the glory of heaven to become as one of His creations.
The King of kings entered the world as an infant in order to die for the freedom and
restoration of humanity.
The Christmas season is a time that amplifies both joy and heartache, ripening
hearts to hear the truth of the Gospel message. It is the goal of the following Worship
Ministry Project to develop a program, entitled “Manger Throne” and presented at
Crossgates Baptist Church, that seeks to depict an overwhelming depiction of the true
meaning of Christmas to an unbeliever and serves as a reminder to Christians of the
incredible significance of why believers celebrate Christmas in the first place. Through
song, dance, video elements, and the spoken word, this program will strive to provide a
disarming atmosphere that celebrates the joy of Christmas in order to prepare those in
attendance to receive the remarkable message that “God so loved the world, that he gave
his only Son, that whoever believes in him should not perish but have eternal life.”2

1

John 1:14, ESV.

2

John 3:16, ESV.
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The focal point of the message conveyed within this program is that Christmas is
indeed a celebration of Almighty God coming to earth as a baby. Yet, that is only the
beginning of God’s redemptive plan. This story would hold much less value were it not
for the perfect life this child would live, His selfless sacrifice and atonement for the sins
of humanity, and His victorious resurrection and defeat of death itself. This was no mere
peasant child born in a stable but the King of All Creation, the only one worthy of
worship. The manger in which He lay became a throne, surrounded by humble
worshipers. His love, redemption, and awesome glory all demand a response: a life fully
surrendered to Him. As this program concludes, a time will be provided for those in
attendance to respond to the life-changing love of Jesus, to worship, to be prayed for, or
to give their lives to Christ.
The story of that “Silent Night” goes so far beyond simply being a tale read
during the holidays. It is the true history of God becoming Emmanuel, “God with Us,” in
fulfillment of a prophetic promise given centuries in advance. The following will provide
an exploration of the various facets of God’s redemptive story that began that Christmas
night and how this message will be communicated in the hope of reigniting one’s awe of
the inexplicable mystery that is the coming of Emmanuel.
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Chapter 1: The Mystery of the Incarnation
The foundational motivation behind the development of this Christmas program was in
its potential to revive wonder in the hearts of believers and overwhelmingly share the love of
Christ to unbelievers at Christmastime. In an increasingly secular world, the true meaning of why
Christmas is celebrated can get pushed to the background or lost altogether. The need was laid
on the author’s heart to bring that truth to the forefront during the holiday season. All must be
reminded of the awesome significance of what truly took place at Jesus’ birth.
The vehicle of the "church Christmas program” contains great potential in reaching the
lost for the sake of the Gospel. All too often, a Christmas service becomes an event for the sake
of an event. However, it is much more likely that an unbeliever will come to a Christmas
program or concert compared to a typical worship service due to its traditional nature. For this
reason, the author has developed a narrative, structured by musical lyric, drama, and the spoken
word, that serves as a clear presentation of the Gospel through the lens of what occurred at
Christmas.
For four hundred years, during the inter-Testamental period between the writing of Malachi
and the Gospel of Matthew, the Israelite people waited amid God’s silence fortheir promised
Messiah. This cry is reiterated year after year in the singing of the classic Christmas hymn: “O
come, o come, Emmanuel, and ransom captive Israel that mourns inlowly exile here, until the
Son of God appears.”3 After much anticipation, this silence was finally broken, not with a
thunderous roar or great fanfare, but through the cry of a newborn baby. Isaiah told of this night
many years before:
For to us a child is born, to us a son is given; and the government shall be uponhis
shoulder, and his name shall be called Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting
Father, Prince of Peace. Of the increase of his government and of peace there will be no
end, on the throne of David and over his kingdom, to establish it and to uphold it with
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justice and with righteousness from this time forth and forevermore.4
God fulfilled His magnificent promise: Jesus was born of the virgin Mary by the
miraculous conception of the Holy Spirit. In his Gospel account, Matthew wastes little
time in pointing out the fulfillment of the long-awaited prophecy: “‘Behold, the virgin
shall conceive and bear a son, and they shall call his name Immanuel’ (which means,
God with us).”5 God had inexplicably placed the fullness of His deity within a fully
human form, placed within the womb of a young virgin girl. This magnificent event was,
in the words of James Usher, Archbishop of Armagh, “a notable wonder indeed, and
great beyond all comparison – that the Son of God should be made of a woman which
was made by Himself. That her womb then, and the heavens now, should contain Him,

3

Thomas Helmore, “O Come, O Come Emmanuel,” trans. John Mason Neal, (1851) quoted
inRobert J. Morgan, Then Sings My Soul: Book 2 (Nashville, TN: W Publishing Group, 2004), 80.
4

Isaiah 9:6-7, ESV.

5

Matthew 1:23, ESV.
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whom the Heaven of Heavens cannot contain.”6 The remarkable mystery of the
incarnation of Christ goes beyond all human comprehension, yet it serves as a pivotal
facet of the Christian faith. G. K Chesterton eloquently describes the great paradox that
exists in the infinite God becoming a helpless baby: “A mass of legend and literature,
which increases and will never end, has repeated and rung the changes on that single
paradox; that the hands that had made the sun and stars were too small to reach the huge
heads of the cattle.”7
God was “with us” both physically in His corporeal nature and in that He could
now identify and sympathize with His creation as one of us. This Jesus was the same
Word who spoke the universe into existence at Creation: “In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. He was in the beginning with
God. All things were made through him, and without him was not anything made that
was made.”8 He was the same God who had moved and worked in such miraculous ways
throughout the history of the Old Testament. The poet Sh’maya retells this truth in the
poignant video “Silence & Fury”:
Is this child the one whose presence billowed thunderous on Sinai’s peak? Who
surrounded Job with the roaring wind? Stood defiant in the raging furnace? Wrote
judgment against tyrants and blazed on the lips of the prophets, scorching
History’s pages with the fury of his might?… He is Jesus, the one who thunders
through the heavens yet whispers to our hearts; who reigns victorious yet bows to
serve the broken. He is God in the fury, God in the silence.9

6

James Usher, Archbishop of Armagh, Immanuel or The mystery of the incarnation of the Son of
God (United Kingdom: n.p. 1810), 3-4.
7

G. K. Chesterton, The Everlasting Man (Tacoma, WA: Angelico Press, 2013), 210.

8

John 1:1-3, ESV.

9

Sh’maya, “Silence & Fury,” StoryLoop, 2018,
https://storyloop.com/downloads/silence_and_fury/.
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At the hinge point of the Christmas presentation, the showing of this video will serve as
the pivot from a more light-hearted and disarming opening act toward a focus on the
central message. The intended purpose at this moment, and during the program as a
whole, is to recapture the wonder and mystery of the incarnation, of the seeming
dichotomy found within the personhood of Jesus.
Through the miraculous incarnation, God placed His infinite, omnipotent,
omnipresent Spirit within the confines of limited flesh. The fullness of God dwelt within
the personhood of Christ. Because the “Word” had been made flesh, it “ceased to be the
medium that keeps God and the world apart; instead, it has become that which binds
world and God together.”10 Completely God and completely man, Jesus was “the visible
image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation. For in him all things were
created: things in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or powers or
rulers or authorities; all things have been created through him and for him.”11
Warren Wiersbe points out that the hypostatic union of Christ’s divinity and
humanity is more than enough reason to both wonder at and worship Him:
He is both human and divine, for He is “the Root of David” as well as the Lamb
of God. This refers to our Lord’s human Jewish ancestry. He has both humility
and sovereignty, for He is “the Lion of the tribe of Judah.” He is both Redeemer
and Ruler, Savior and Sovereign…Paul was right: “Without controversy great is
the mystery of godliness: God was manifested in the flesh.”(1 Tim. 3:16).12
Mankind cannot fathom the divine complexities that are involved in the mystery of the
incarnation. What can be grasped, however, is the result that came as a part of this event.
10

David Brown and Ann Loades, Christ: The Sacramental Word: Incarnation, Sacrament and
Poetry (London: SPCK, 1996), 3.
11
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Colossians 1:15b-16, ESV.

Warren W. Wiersbe, Real Worship: Playground, Battle Ground, or Holy Ground? (Grand
Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2000), 55.
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The birth of Jesus commenced God’s plan to redeem His people, to save them from their
sins, to eliminate the divide created as a result of the Fall, and to restore the intimate
worship once known in the Garden of Eden. He was born as a Light to a world oppressed
by darkness, of which the prophets foretold centuries before: “The people who walked in
darkness have seen a great light; those who dwelt in a land of deep darkness, on them has
light shone.”13 To convey the awesome truth of Jesus as the light and to evoke what it
might have been like when the heavenly host roared their angel chorus before the
shepherds, the song, “Light of the World” by We the Kingdom will be sung,
accompanied by dance and dramatic ethereal lighting. The words of this song declare,
“Light of the World, crown in a manger, born for the cross, to suffer to save. High king of
heaven, death is the poorer, we are the richer by the price that He paid. Sing
hallelujah!”14 Jesus left the glory of heaven and made His throne a lowly manger. For
God’s redemptive plan to be complete, the Son, the spotless Lamb, had to suffer for the
sake of many. Jesus was quite literally born to die.

13
14

Isaiah 9:2, ESV.

We the Kingdom, “Light of the World (Sing Hallelujah),”, Light of the World (Sing Hallelujah)
- Single, recorded October 22, 2021, Sparrow Records, 4:09,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWeXVnRm6R8.
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Chapter 2: Born to Die
Without the crucifixion, death, and resurrection of Jesus, the story of the virgin
birth holds much less eternal weight regarding the fate of humanity. On its own, Jesus’
birth could ultimately be seen simply as a beautiful story of the birth of a peasant boy.
However, it was only the beginning of God’s plan. Before time began, God knew that He
would send His only Son to die. From the onset of the Fall, God began to set His
redemptive plan into motion, culminating in His own death. Isaiah foretold, “it was the
LORD’s good plan to crush him and cause him grief.”15 Herein lies the overwhelming
power found within the incarnation: “Jesus, in order to rescue us from our sins and invite
us into His kingdom, incarnated, or ‘became flesh’…He is God’s love that put on
flesh…This is why the victory is as much present in the manger as it is the cross, and
why the celebration of Advent should be as important and as profound as Easter.”16
The joy at the center of the Christmas story is found in the hope that the Christ
child brought, the salvation that would be achieved by Him, and the promises fulfilled
through Him. Simeon saw this to be true when he finally met the promised Messiah in the
Temple, worshipping the holy child in his arms: “Lord, now you are letting your servant
depart in peace, according to your word; for my eyes have seen your salvation that you
have prepared in the presence of all peoples, a light for revelation to the Gentiles, and for
glory to your people Israel.”17 Emmanuel came as one of His creations in order to bring a
salvation that was previously unattainable.
15

Isaiah 53:10, ESV.

16

Manuel Luz and Rory Noland, Honest Worship: From False Self to True Praise (Downers
Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2018), 113.
17

Luke 2:29-32, ESV.
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The cost of sin is death, blood, and sacrifice.18 Impurity, immorality, and
imperfection cannot survive in the presence of a Holy God. For this reason, the Israelites
were slaves to the Law, striving to live by the Lord’s covenant yet unable to meet its
standards. Levitical priests shed the blood of lambs and goats day after day and year after
year, yet the atonement of sin achieved by these offerings was only temporary. A perfect,
sinless life had to be offered.
It is for this reason that Jesus was born. He lived a life of sinless perfection,
tempted and tried in every way. He then offered up His own life as the final, spotless
Lamb, dying in humanity’s stead. His death fulfilled the Law: “But when the fullness of
time had come, God sent forth his Son, born of woman, born under the law, to redeem
those who were under the law, so that we might receive adoption as sons.”19
A significant aspect of Emmanuel’s coming was how it expressed His divine love.
To show His great love for the world, Jesus died an unimaginable death through
crucifixion on a Roman cross. Isaiah prophesied of the pain and suffering Jesus endured
many years before: “He was pierced for our transgressions; he was crushed for our
iniquities; upon him was the chastisement that brought us peace, and with his wounds we
are healed.”20 He took on the shame, sorrow, sin, and punishment for all of mankind. His
hands and feet were pierced by nails, pinning Him to the cross. His brow was pierced by
a cruel crown of thorns, mocking His kingship. His cleansing blood poured out in order
to make it so that “though your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow.”21 In
18

Romans 6:23, ESV.

19

Galatians 4:4-5, ESV.

20

Isaiah 53:5, ESV.

21

Isaiah 1:18, ESV.
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a Sunday sermon, the great preacher Charles Spurgeon pled with his listeners to think
upon the scene:
Look thou here! Seest thou that Man hanging on the cross? Dost thou behold His
agonized head dropping meekly down upon His breast? Dost thou see that thorny
crown, causing drops of blood to trickle down His cheeks? Dost thou see His
hands pierced and rent, and His blessed feet supporting the weight of His own
frame, rent wellnigh in twain with the cruel nails?...Those hands were nailed for
thee; those feet gushed gore for thee; that side was opened wide for thee; and if
thou wantest to know how thou canst find mercy, there it is!22
Because of Jesus’ sacrificial death, there was no longer a need for blood sacrifices. He
paid the ultimate price, “For Christ also suffered once for sins, the righteous for the
unrighteous, that he might bring us to God, being put to death in the flesh but made
alive in the spirit.”23 At the moment of His death, the curtain in the temple separating the
world from the Holy of Holies was torn in two and man once again had the privilege of
communion with the Heavenly Father through Jesus. Christ’s awesome glory was
revealed “when through His death he opened the way to God, symbolized by the veil of
the temple being torn.”24
The atonement achieved through Christ’s work on the cross and the cleansing
power of His blood renders the worship of His people acceptable to God. As believers
worship, it is, as Christopher Cocksworth points out, “with Christ our brother, in Christ
our priest but always through Christ our sacrifice, whose death once for us is the means
of our cleansing, renewing, and perfecting.”25 Jesus’ perfect blood bought back what was

22

C. H. Spurgeon, Spurgeon on Sovereignty (Tamp, FL: MacDonald Publishing, n. d.), 21.

23

1 Peter 3:18, ESV.

24

Allen P. Ross, Recalling the Hope of Glory: Biblical Worship from the Garden to the New
Creation (Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel Academic, 2006), 384.
25

Christopher Cocksworth, Holy, Holy, Holy: Worshipping the Trinitarian God, Trinity and Truth
Series, edited by Stephen Sykes (London: Darton, Longman, and Todd, 1997), 161-162.
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lost, and He continuously intercedes on behalf of the redeemed. This was the fulfillment
of God’s plan: “From before the foundation of the world, God planned that Jesus Christ,
His only Son, the Messiah, would serve as the mediator between Himself and sinful man:
Sinful man on one side, a perfect God on the other, and Jesus Christ in the middle.”26
The seemingly irreparable separation was removed, the unpayable debt paid. This
this was selflessly done for all mankind, who had given (and continue to give) themselves
over to wickedness and depravity. Yet in His great mercy and profound love, in order to
bring about reconciliation and appease His own great wrath, God sent His only Son into
the world. Amid man’s rebellion, “God put Christ forward to bear our wrath-kindling sins
and make it possible for him to treat us with mercy alone. God’s first act in reconciling us
to himself was to remove the obstacle that made him irreconcilable, namely, the Godbelittling guilt of our sin.”27 Jesus bore the wrath of God, the weight of humanity’s sin,
and their shame and sorrow in order to express His endless love, “For while we were still
weak, at the right time Christ died for the ungodly. For one will scarcely die for a
righteous person—though perhaps for a good person one would dare even to die—
but God shows his love for us in that while we were still sinners, Christ died for us.”28
In order to convey this central part of the Gospel message to the audience, two
elements will take place. First of all, a spoken word poem depicted through video will be
shared. This video posits the questions, “Why did Jesus come to earth?” “Why did He
leave the glory of heaven, humbling Himself to so great an extent as to take on the feeble
26

Elmer L. Townes and Vernon M. Whaley, Worship Through the Ages: How the Great
Awakenings Shape Evangelical Worship (Nashville, TN: B&H Publishing Group: 2012), 47-48.
27

John Piper, The Passion of Jesus Christ (Wheaton, IL: Crossway Books, 2004), 60-61.

28

Romans 5:6-8, ESV.
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body of an infant?” It answers this question by declaring that Jesus came as Emmanuel to
bear the weight of the sin of humanity, taking the nails, the crown of thorns, and the
suffering of the cross, “so that you could receive the breath of life.”29 In order to
summarize the profound message of God’s love, the speakers in the video end their
declaration with, “Why did Jesus come to earth? He came for you!”30 This will be
followed by a song entitled “This Blood” that sings of the cleansing blood of Jesus. It is a
song of testimony telling the listener of the power of Jesus to save and of the price He
paid on his or her behalf. The lyrics of this song state:
There is a blood that cost a life, that paid my way, death its price. When it flowed
down from the cross, my sins were gone, my sins forgot. There is a grave that
tried to hide this precious blood that gave me life. In three days, He breathed
again and rose to stand in my defense. So, I come to tell you He's alive, to tell you
that He dries every tear that falls. So, I come to tell you that He saves, to shout
and to proclaim that He's coming back for you.31
Jesus coming to give Himself as a perfect sacrifice, once and for all, lies at the heart of
the Christmas story and the message behind “Manger Throne.” He was born in order to
fulfill the requirements of the sin debt owed by humanity. He gave Himself as the perfect
spotless Lamb, taking the shame, the sorrows, the sicknesses, and the sin of His beloved
creation and nailing it to the cross.
Yet, Jesus’ atoning death was not the end of the story. After three days in a
borrowed tomb, He was raised to life again, victorious over death, hell, and the grave.

29

Motion Worship, “Spoken Word Christmas,” SkitGuys, Video, 3:05,
https://skitguys.com/videos/spoken-wordchristmas?gclid=Cj0KCQjwrJOMBhCZARIsAGEd4VG1EUjz9kRBCfCFGsbFPDgyoRY67hGQgHOkD_L0oLv6fB5g7vrACIaAhcyEALw_wcB.
30
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Ibid.

The Prestonwood Choir, “This Blood,” Threshold of Glory, recorded November 18, 2012,
Prestonwood Baptist Church, CD, 7:35, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HePU4LJvxNo.
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Through the power of His resurrection, not only does He offer forgiveness of sin but
eternal life in and through Him. This is a gift available through repentance and total faith
in Christ alone. This is the importance of Christ’s birth at Christmas: the gift of hope,
freedom from sin and an eternity spent with Him. By His mercy, He does not give what is
deserved, but in His grace, offers a gift that will never be deserved. The merited
punishment for sin is death, “but the free gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our
Lord.”32
The cleansing blood of Christ poured out on the cross and the eternal life brought
about through His victorious resurrection are the great climax of the story begun on the
first Christmas. This is the astounding truth being communicated to all in attendance at
the Christmas program: Jesus came to earth to save sinners.33

32

Romans 6:23, ESV.

33

1 Timothy 1:15, ESV.
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Chapter 3: The King of kings
Paul summarized up the weight and significance of Jesus coming as Emmanuel in
his letter to the church in Philippi:
Though he was in the form of God, he did not count equality with God a thing to
be grasped, but emptied himself, by taking the form of a servant, being born in the
likeness of men. And being found in human form, he humbled himself
by becoming obedient to the point of death, even death on a cross. Therefore God
has highly exalted him and bestowed on him the name that is above every name,
so that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth and
under the earth, and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of
God the Father.34
When Jesus came to earth, the infant King of kings made His throne from a lowly
manger. He never resembled an earthly King. He rode into Jerusalem not on a great war
horse, but on a donkey’s colt. He washed the feet of His followers and embodied humility
and meekness. To anyone who would come, He offered rest because He declared, “I
am gentle and lowly in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy,
and my burden is light.”35 Jesus never exalted Himself but allowed His Heavenly Father
to exalt Him. Paul writes in Romans that Jesus “through the Spirit of holiness was
appointed the Son of God in power by his resurrection from the dead: Jesus Christ our
Lord.”36
Jesus was the promised Messiah, the fulfillment of the prophecy long foretold of
the King who would come to save His people from their sins. Before Jesus’ birth, the
angel told His mother, Mary, “You will conceive and give birth to a son, and you are to call
him Jesus. He will be great and will be called the Son of the Most High. The Lord God will
34

Philippians 2:6-11, ESV.

35

Matthew 11:29-30, ESV.

36

Romans 1:4, ESV.
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give him the throne of his father David, and he will reign over Jacob's descendants forever;
his kingdom will never end.”37
For centuries, the nation of Israel had suffered under the tyranny of sinful kings.
Those who feared the Lord longed for the promised One who could save them, not just from
national oppression, but from the bondage of sin. They hoped for and needed a freedom that
no earthly king could provide. Jesus fulfilled all of these needs and more. In Matthew 1:21,
the angel told Joseph that Mary would “bear a son, and you shall call his name Jesus, for
he will save his people from their sins.” Jesus’ very name pointed to the feats He would
accomplish that no king before Him ever could. David Bauer writes,
In the OT, the king functioned as the agent by whom God saved his people from
national enemies; here, Matthew indicates that the ultimate problem facing
persons in general and the people of God in particular is not military oppression
but bondage to sin, and that this eschatological king's possibilities far surpass
those of his predecessors on the throne, because he can deal with the human
situation at its most profound level.38
Jesus came as the King in order to save not only the nation of Israel, but all those who
would surrender to Him.
With the coming of Emmanuel came the Kingdom of God. Jesus both embodied
His heavenly Kingdom on earth and spoke of its future fulfillment. In John 1:15, He
declared, “The kingdom of God has come near. Repent and believe the good news!” His
Kingdom is both present and future, begun and fulfilled in Jesus and through His reign.
Through Jesus’ life and redemptive works, the Kingdom of Heaven was revealed on
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earth. Visser ’t Hooft points out that Jesus’ actions “reveal the actual victory of God over
his adversaries. The Kingdom of God is still a matter of the future, because it is only
present in the words and deeds of Jesus. But it is a matter of the present because it is
really among us in him.”39
King Jesus serves as the very fulfillment of His own promises. As Paul writes to
the church in Corinth, “All the promises of God find their Yes in him. That is why it is
through him that we utter our Amen to God for his glory.”40 All followers of Christ can
rest in the confidence that their Holy King is and will always be seated on the throne,
faithfully bringing to fruition all He promised. W. G. Kümmel states that “in Jesus the
reign of God has begun and in him it will be accomplished. The promise of Jesus owes its
certainty and its uniqueness to the fact that it is fulfilled in himself."41
As the writer of Hebrews declares, “After making purification for sins, he sat
down at the right hand of the Majesty on high.” Jesus sits at the right hand of the Father,
interceding on behalf of His people. Because of Jesus’s redemptive work, those who
follow Him die to self, identifying with His death, and likewise, identify with the new life
found in Him, “for he raised us from the dead along with Christ and seated us with him in
the heavenly realms because we are united with Christ Jesus.”42 Watchman Nee begs the
question, “Do you realize that we have the same life today that God has? The life that He
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possesses in heaven is the same life that He has imparted to us on the earth. That is the
‘precious gift of God’ (Rom. 6:23).”43 The same power that raised Jesus from the grave
and His same eternal life abundant and free works in and through His people.
The Messiah came as a humble King but now is seated in glory and ruling in
awesome majesty. He showed His perfect love by suffering on the cross in order that His
glory could be revealed in full to those He loves and that love Him in return. On the eve
of His death, Jesus asked His Father, “Now, Father, bring me into the glory we shared
before the world began… I want these whom you have given me to be with me where I
am. Then they can see all the glory you gave me because you loved me even before the
world began!”44 The opportunity to know the immeasurable glory of the King of kings is
the great joy provided to all believers. This is a joy that will last for eternity. Piper
explains the eternal significance of the love shown in the suffering of Christ:
The passion of Jesus Christ did not simply precede the crown; it was the price and
the crown was the prize…If we are to be as happy as we can be, we must see and
savor the most glorious person of all, Jesus Christ Himself. This means that to
love us, Jesus must seek the fullness of his glory and offer it to us for our
enjoyment…When Jesus died to regain the fullness of His glory, He died for our
joy.45
Jesus died so that He would be glorified and that His people in turn would know and join
with Him in His glory.
Jesus came to show the world a different kind of King, one who would rescue His
people from a life of separation from Him. Jesus descended from the realms of glory,
bridging a divide so great between majestic divinity and lowly humanity that it is not
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fathomable by man’s mind. He came to show His unfailing love and to bring about a
great rescue. C. S. Lewis beautifully describes the humbling and subsequent exaltation of
Jesus: “In the Christian story God descends to re-ascend. He comes down; down from the
heights of absolute being into time and space, down into humanity…But He goes down
to come up again and bring the whole ruined world up with Him.”46 Jesus was brought
low, “and because he suffered death for us, he is now ‘crowned with glory and honor.’
Yes, by God’s grace, Jesus tasted death for everyone. God, for whom and through whom
everything was made, chose to bring many children into glory.”47 The King of all kings
was made to be nothing, taking on the sin and suffering of the world, that His people
might know His glory and be called children of the Most High God.
Emmanuel now sits at the right hand of the Father. As the prophets of the Old
Testament foretold, Jesus is ruling and reigning for eternity. He has been given the name
that is above every name. His majesty, His glory, and His unfailing love proven on the
cross all demand a response. On that Christmas night, this infant King was worshiped by
both the host of heaven and by lowly shepherds. Because of His perfect suffering, He has
been exalted to the highest place and is deserving of all glory and honor.
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Chapter 4: Worthy of It All
The overwhelming love of Emmanuel expressed through the Incarnation,
Crucifixion, and Resurrection demands a response. The only appropriate response is
worship. The message of the Gospel itself declares the majesty and glory of Christ. It
speaks of the “light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God.”48 The
awesome glory of God is literally revealed in Jesus, “for, through the gospel, the Spirit
has opened our eyes to see, not merely that Christ is true, but more: that Christ is
glorious. Precious, desirable, captivating, satisfying, delightful . . . He, therefore, is our
greatest treasure: the treasure of the Father shared with us.”49 The only begotten Son of
the Father is crowned with glory and honor because of His suffering. As the writer of
Hebrews states, “The Son radiates God’s own glory and expresses the very character of
God, and he sustains everything by the mighty power of his command. When he had
cleansed us from our sins, he sat down in the place of honor at the right hand of the
majestic God in heaven.”50
Jesus was glorified through His crucifixion and resurrection, regaining the glory
He previously set aside upon coming to earth. He referred to this glorification before His
betrayal, longing for His followers to also know that glory: “I desire that they also, whom
you have given me, may be with me where I am, to see my glory that you have given me
because you loved me before the foundation of the world.”51 John Froula describes this
process of reciprocal glorification: “There are two movements of glorification going on
48
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here: Jesus regaining the glory He had from the beginning, which in turn has a salvific
effect on believers…After being glorified by the Father, His glory goes out in a saving
way to the disciples. By His death, the glory of Jesus breaks forth.”52
In John 12:32, Jesus told His disciples that when He was lifted up on the cross, He
would draw all people unto Himself. John Risbridger points out,
Through offering Himself as a sacrifice on the cross, Christ has changed
everything, fulfilling all that the structures of the Old Testament were pointing
towards. The perfect offering has been made; the new covenant has been
established and sealed; the cleansing of conscience has finally been achieved. A
way into the Most Holy Place of God’s presence has therefore been opened and a
sinful humanity is invited to draw near to God through the cross.53
All who surrender to Him as Savior and Lord can now worship the Father in His glorious
presence. Jesus intercedes on their behalf as both Advocate and Great High Priest.
Through His mediation, His followers can now boldly enter into the Throne Room of
God to worship and glorify Him for who He is and what He has done. Jesus offers the
free gift of eternal life to all who believe. He satisfied the penalty of humanity’s sin and
defeated death. He is enthroned in glory and has been given the name that is above very
name. These all point to this singular fact: Jesus is worthy of total worship. Ross states,
“Because of the power and the glory of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, all our
adoration and praise and thanksgiving and devotion belongs to him.”54 To the one whose
eyes, heart, and mind have been opened to the saving love of Christ, Christ must be lifted
up in praise and adoration. Whether one accepts or rejects His love, one day “every knee
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will bow and tongue confess” that He is Lord of all. The extent to which Jesus’ amazing
love is understood has a direct impact on one’s worship: “To the degree that we see the
God of glory as real and worthy of praise, we shall be prepared to participate fully in true
celebration; and to the degree that we appreciate the redemption we have in His blood,
we shall respond with enthusiastic thanksgiving and praise.”55
He offers a love, a salvation, a freedom, and a life inconceivably greater than any
other, because, “there is salvation in no one else, for there is no other name under heaven
given among men by which we must be saved.”56 It is for this reason that the Lamb who
came to take away the sins of the world will be forever praised throughout eternity. The
worship of Jesus that takes place on earth is but a glimpse of the worship that is and will
always take place in heaven. It is there that the people of God will forever behold the
wondrous glory of Christ, face to face. John’s vision in the book of Revelation reveals the
heavenly worship service:
Then I looked, and I heard around the throne and the living creatures and the
elders the voice of many angels, numbering myriads of myriads and thousands of
thousands, saying with a loud voice, “Worthy is the Lamb who was slain, to
receive power and wealth and wisdom and might and honor and glory and
blessing!” And I heard every creature in heaven and on earth and under the earth
and in the sea, and all that is in them, saying, “To him who sits on the throne and
to the Lamb be blessing and honor and glory and might forever and ever!57
This is the worship to which every believer in Christ has to look forward. This is the
worship the heavenly host engaged in at Jesus’ birth and it is the chorus that will resound
for all time. Grant Osburne indicates that through His redemptive work, “Christ has
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become the Lion, the royal Messiah, by becoming the slain Lamb. His death on the cross
is the true central event of human history, and through his sacrifice the paschal lamb has
become the conquering ram who will end this world of evil and usher in eternity.”58
Christ, the perfect Lamb who was slain, is seated in glory and worthy of all praise.
An opportunity will be provided for those in attendance at the Christmas program
to respond to the love of Jesus shown through His life, death, and resurrection with a time
of worship. After the singing of “This Blood,” Phillippians 2:5-11 will be read in order to
bring the whole story of the coming of Emmanuel together: Jesus humbled Himself by
coming as a baby, died for the sins of all, and is now exalted, seated in glory, and is
deserving of all worship and praise. To communicate this truth, two songs will be sung
that both elicit this reality and serve as an opportunity for congregational worship.
The first song of worship, “There is a King,” describes Jesus as King of all kings,
declaring His total victory over death and how He will be worshiped for all eternity. It is
a song of encouragement, joy, and hope to all who give their lives to Him and of the
glory that awaits in heaven. Describing the moment when His people will see Him, the
songs sings, “It won't be long, we will behold Him and every tear, He'll wipe away. We'll
be at home; the war will be over. Soon we will meet our Savior face to face and every
burden will be lifted in His presence, every trophy will be laid down at His feet. There is
a name that reigns above all others: Jesus Christ, the King above all kings.”59
Immediately following, the worship team will lead into “Worthy of It All,” a song taken
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directly from Revelation 4 and 5 that tells of all the saints, elders, and angels gathered
around the throne of God singing, “You are worthy of it all, for from You are all things
and to You are all things. You deserve the glory!”60 This moment will serve as the climax
of the program. Immediately following, Pastor David Jett will give a clear and simple
presentation of the Gospel and lead the audience into a time of response, inviting them to
give their lives to Christ or be prayed over.
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Chapter 5: Christmas Evangelism
The central focus that lies at the very heart of this Christmas program is that the
lifechanging love of Jesus and the measures He took to demonstrate that love would be
clearly evident. Christmas is a time of year when both joys and sorrows are magnified.
For many, the holiday season is a time of celebration, family traditions, warm memories,
and giving. For others, however, Christmas can be a dreaded time when loss, heartache,
and grief are intensified. The reminder of a recently lost family member or a broken
relationship can make this season a period of emotional pain instead of delight. In her
article on holiday grief, Elissa Liebowitz concludes, “For people who have recently lost a
loved one—not just through death but through divorce or estrangement—the holiday
season can be the most difficult time of year.”61 In any case, many people’s hearts are
softened and more readily open to hear about the love and hope found only in Jesus
during the Christmas season. With that in mind, a church Christmas program can serve as
a tool for evangelistic outreach and fulfillment of the Great Commission.
In Matthew 28, Jesus commissioned His disciples, and all believers, to “Go
therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and
of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have commanded
you. And behold, I am with you always, to the end of the age.”62 This command serves as
a central tenet of Christianity. All believers are called to boldly testify of the love of
Christ, empowered by the Holy Spirit of God. This act of obedience is, in and of itself, a
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form of worshipping the Lord. Ross points out, “if the worship does not prompt the work
of evangelism and missions, or simply sharing the faith, then the worship has not been
led by the Spirit of God.”63
If believers are truly worshiping in spirit in truth according to John 4, obedience
and evangelism should be a byproduct. This worship, as observed by a lost and dying
world, can be used by the Holy Spirit to draw people in to know Him. William Temple
was once quoted as saying, “The world can be saved by one thing and that is worship.
For to worship is to quicken the conscience by the holiness of God, to feed the mind with
the truth of God, to purge the imagination by the beauty of God, to open the heart to the
love of God, to devote the will to the purpose of God.”64 Herein lies the evangelistic
potential with this Christmas program. It is a chance to invite unbelievers in to experience
the awesome presence of God as He is worshiped by His people.
Every church is surrounded by a community that is in desperate need to see the
Gospel lived out and the love of Christ tangibly expressed. Church members cannot sit
idly by and hope that lost people decide to enter the doors of the sanctuary. Dr. Vernon
Whaley writes:
If our passion and love for God is not the motivating force behind our love for
people, then evangelism, and the thrill of seeing people be brought to a saving
knowledge of Jesus Christ, becomes nothing more than a method for keeping
church attendance high and conquering the foe. God calls us, however, to preach
the gospel, reach the unreachable, and mend the brokenhearted.65
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The Church as a whole cannot miss the grand opportunity presented at Christmas to show
the love, hope, and joy found only in Jesus to a community filled with heartache,
brokenness, and sorrow. For this reason, the Christmas program will serve as an
opportunity for the people of Crossgates Baptist Church to present an offering of worship
and the transforming love of Christ to the surrounding community.
The goal permeating the entire presentation is to create an overwhelming
atmosphere of joy, a welcoming spirit, and an evident representation of the love of Christ
through His people to all who attend. The love of Christ permeating His people is a
defining trait of the Church. Jesus said, “By this all people will know that you are my
disciples, if you have love for one another.”66 This genuine love should be on full display
through the welcoming spirit and countenance of every volunteer. The pursuit of this goal
will begin as soon as attendees step out of their cars in the parking lot and will continue
on into the program. The aim is to build relationship, to break down any walls that may
be impeding someone from truly hearing the Gospel message. The idea is that by the time
the program pivots into the heart of the message, the team has done everything possible
to break down even the hardest of hearts through fun, laughter, and joyous celebration.
David and Norman Geislers describe these kind of evangelistic methods as preevangelism:
If evangelism is planting the seeds of the Gospel, then pre-evangelism is tilling
the soil of people’s minds and hearts to help them be more willing to listen to the
truth (1 Corinthians 3:6). Tilling the soil is more important because sometimes the
ground is too hard, making it more difficult to plant the seeds of the Gospel in
people’s hearts (1 Corinthians 2:14). Any farmer knows that before he plants the
seeds, he must look at the condition of the soil. Because of the kind of world we
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live in today, we may not be able to plant the seeds of the Gospel until we work
the soil of people’s minds and hearts.67
That is precisely the purpose of the many fun or even humorous moments that will take
place at the beginning of the presentation. A relationship and a level of trust must be
established in order for people to come to a state in which they care to hear any kind of
message presented to them.
In a two-year research study examining the unchurched, Thom Rainer and his
team were surprised to discover that, at the time of the study, “82 percent of the
unchurched are at least ‘somewhat likely’ to attend church if they are invited.”68 The
results of this study make it clear that it is so much more likely that an unchurched person
will come to church if they are simply asked. Because churches are not being flooded
nationwide by unbelievers, “the next obvious question is: Are Christians inviting nonChristians to church? The heartbreaking answer is no. Only 21 percent of active
churchgoers invite anyone to church in the course of a year. But only 2 percent of church
members invite an unchurched person to church.”69 This truly heartbreaking statistic
proves that, if invited, the unchurched will come. However, the Church at large may need
to be woken up to their need to be salt and light to a hurting world and to draw people in
to know of the Well that never runs dry. The unchurched are not likely to come to a
church Christmas program of their own accord but are more likely to if asked by a friend.
For that reason, the members of Crossgates have been issued that call to invite their lost
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and unchurched friends, family members, co-workers, and anyone else that the Lord lays
on their heart that needs to know of the hope found in Christ alone. As a helpful invite
tool, invite cards have been printed and made available that provide a scannable QR code
that takes the person to the Christmas program’s website, providing them with all service
times and the ability to reserve the complimentary tickets. In order to increase the
likelihood of the invitee’s attendance, members have even been encouraged to go beyond
the simple invite and offer to bring those they invite with them. Posters have also been
made available for church members to place in businesses around the community. Four
program times have been made available in order to provide ample space and opportunity
for Crossgates members and guests to attend.
Volunteer teams have been assembled in order to both provide serve opportunities
for church members and to create a warm, welcoming environment that engages
attendees from the parking lot to their seat with a hospitable smile and an expression of
the joy of the season. Hot chocolate and cider will be made available as people come in, a
photo booth for families to take pictures will be offered, and Christmas music will be
playing in the foyer and sanctuary before the program begins. These are all small
enhancements that serve to create a warm, welcoming atmosphere to better prepare
people’s hearts to hear the Gospel. It is a chance for God’s people to be ambassadors of
Christ, who “through us spreads the fragrance of the knowledge of him everywhere. For
we are the aroma of Christ to God among those who are being saved and among those
who are perishing, to one a fragrance from death to death, to the other a fragrance from
life to life.”70 Although each may be seemingly minute, every welcoming greeting, smile,
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or gesture of hospitality is an opportunity for Christ-like love to be exhibited by believers
and known by unbelievers. It is imperative that God’s people, unified by the Holy Spirit,
shine the light of Christ through community and carry His aroma to the world. As
Kimberly Thacker states, “People should be able to observe the ways of Christ for
humanity and the real and empowering presence of Christ in communities which claim to
follow him…Christian communities have a unique opportunity to display the heart of the
gospel which is restored relationship with God through human interactions with one
another.”71
Every believer in Christ is called to be a conduit of His love by the power of His
Spirit. Authors Rebecca Pippert and Mark Mittelberg point out, “Jesus reached out to
others and asks us to do likewise because we are called to mirror the nature of God
Himself. This is not a call to be affectionate and affable and sweet because it is such a
nice thing to do. It is a call to love as God loves.”72 This is the heart of the mission
statement of Crossgates Baptist Church: “Carrying the transforming love of Jesus to
every longing heart.” At this event, that mission will be lived out by Crossgates members
serving every person who attends this program and being facilitators of a warm, inviting,
joy-filled environment.
The “pre-evangelistic,” relationship-building mentality regarding the audience
will continue on once the program begins. Humorous pre-service videos will continue to
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warm-up and engage attendees. Humor and laughter are proven methods for creating a
connection with an audience in order to more effectively present a message. Paul McGee
states, “When a person laughs, it releases endorphins in the brain—feel good chemicals.
And when they’re relaxed they feel less threatened and are more receptive to your
message…Humor can release tension, create a connection, and cause people to become
more receptive to you.”73 As the program continues, there will be other methods utilized to
promote audience engagement, laughter, and disarmament. There will be congregational
carol singing, employment of the arts through dance and video, and beautiful music
performed by soloists, choir, orchestra, and worship band. The children’schoir will take
part in leading music, both with the adults and on their own, evoking the childlike wonder
of the Christmas season. The Christmas story from Luke 2 will be read.The student
ministry will perform a fun and hilarious song and dance about Christmas school break
that even involves an indoor snowball fight with the audience and snow machines. All of
these elements serve to evoke wonder, joy, and laughter, to break down the walls of the
hardest of hearts, and to prepare everyone in attendance to be overwhelmed by the Gospel
message that began at Christmas. The goal is not emotional manipulation or artful
persuasion, but is, as Brian Williams denotes, “the attempt to remove obstacles, both felt
and thought, and to awaken desire for the transcendent so thatthe gospel might be given a
fair and interested hearing.”74 From the moment attendees
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enter the parking lot to the moment the true story of God’s love and redemption is sung
over them, it is the hope of every worship leader, musician, actor, pastor, and volunteer
that they will be ready to hear it, to receive it, and for the Spirit of God to change their
lives through the power of the Gospel.
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Conclusion
The story of God coming to earth as a baby, the infinite clothed in the finite, is
one that has become so commonplace during the Christmas season. However, the truth
contained within that story is enough to bring men to their knees in wonder and worship
if truly comprehended. It is a mystery that cannot be understood yet proves a love the
fullness of which cannot be quantified, a love that willingly put itself to death on a cross.
God became Emmanuel, “to draw near to us in sympathy, to make atonement for our
sins, and ultimately to bring us into heaven for eternity with him.”75 Jesus came as God
incarnate and “for our sake he made him to be sin who knew no sin, so that in him we
might become the righteousness of God.”76
As hearts both joyful and sorrowful attend this Christmas program, it is the
prayerful hope of the author that this Worship Ministry Project would serve to boldly
declare the hope found only in Jesus, the wondrous mystery of God’s love, and the
measures He took to bring the gift of life eternal. Let believer and non-believer, Christian
and heathen alike, know that this was no ordinary baby born at Christmas but the King of
kings and Lord of lords who made a throne out of a feeding trough. Let all be drawn to
surrender, awe, and worship of the God who came as Emmanuel and continues to be
“God with us.” Let every longing heart see that He “is Jesus, the one who thunders in the
heavens yet whispers to our hearts, who reigns victorious yet bows to serve the broken.
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He is God in the fury, God in the silence. He holds this mystery balanced in His hands,
hold our questions ‘til they lose their need, until all we see is Him.”77

77

Sh’maya, “Silence & Fury.”
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APPENDIX A: Program Order
Program Service Order with Original Artists:
-

Countdown Video – Begins 10 minutes from Program Start
o How to Properly Light Your Candle Video
PART 1
- O Come All Ye Faithful – Planetshakers
- WELCOME –
o Jonathan Henderson welcomes and invites all to join for a time of carol singing
together.
o CHRISTMAS CAROLS (Sing-Along)
§ Joy to the World – Worship Initiative (Shane &
Shane)
§ Hark the Herald – Phil Wickham
o No Sleep Till New Years – Church on the Move
§ Student Rap Team w/Video
§ Will involve a 3-person rap team and 4 back up dancers
§ Funny video portraying the “Christmas break narrative” on
screens
§ Attendees invited to engage in snowball fight using fake snowballs.
- Mission Focus Moment
o Worship Pastor David Oliver will introduce the Mission Giving Focus for the night.
o Mission Focus – Giving to help support local prison seminaries and church plants.
o Video provides testimony of several incarcerated women who are currently in the
seminary program who are studying in order to serve and minister in the prison
churches.
PART 2
- KingSingers (Children’s Choir) Song - Lift Up Your Eyes
- Infant Holy, Infant Lowly – Broadway Inspirational Voices
- Reading of Christmas Story – Luke 2:1-20
o Dramatically read by 2 Crossgates Kid’s Church Leaders
o Invites the audience in to witness two grandparents
reading their grandchildren the Christmas story.
- O Holy Night – Tommee Profitt
PART 3
- VIDEO - Silence and Fury
- O Come O Come Emmanuel – Central Live
o Features a dramatic enactment of the Manger Scene
o Includes Baby Jesus, Mary, Joseph, Shepherds, and Dancers
- Scripture Reading – “Light of the World” Theme
o Includes various passages about Jesus being the Light of the World
- Light of the World – We the Kingdom
o Featuring Ballet Magnificat! Dancers
- VIDEO - Spoken Word Christmas
- This Blood - Prestonwood Worship
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-

Scripture Reading – Philippians 2:5- 11
There Is a King – Elevation Worship
o Featuring Flugelhorn Solo
Worthy of It All – Cece Winans
o Featuring Ballet Magnificat! Dancers
Pastor Gospel Moment – Pastor David Jett
o Presentation of the Gospel
Time of Response, Invitation, and Prayer
o Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus – Sovereign Grace Music
Lighting of Candles
Silent Night – Traditional
Closing Benediction
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APPENDIX B: Program Details
NARRATIVE SCRIPTS:
Reading of the Christmas Story
Luke 2:1-20 ESV
In those days a decree went out from Caesar Augustus that all the world should
be registered. 2 This was the first registration when Quirinius was governor of Syria. 3 And all
went to be registered, each to his own town. 4 And Joseph also went up from Galilee, from the
town of Nazareth, to Judea, to the city of David, which is called Bethlehem, because he was of
the house and lineage of David, 5 to be registered with Mary, his betrothed,[b] who was with
child. 6 And while they were there, the time came for her to give birth. 7 And she gave birth to her
firstborn son and wrapped him in swaddling cloths and laid him in a manger, because there was
no place for them in the inn.
8

And in the same region there were shepherds out in the field, keeping watch over their flock by
night. 9 And an angel of the Lord appeared to them, and the glory of the Lord shone around them,
and they were filled with great fear. 10 And the angel said to them, “Fear not, for behold, I bring
you good news of great joy that will be for all the people. 11 For unto you is born this day in the
city of David a Savior, who is Christ the Lord. 12 And this will be a sign for you: you will find a
baby wrapped in swaddling cloths and lying in a manger.” 13 And suddenly there was with the
angel a multitude of the heavenly host praising God and saying,
14

15

“Glory to God in the highest,
and on earth peace among those with whom he is pleased!”

When the angels went away from them into heaven, the shepherds said to one another, “Let us
go over to Bethlehem and see this thing that has happened, which the Lord has made known to
us.” 16 And they went with haste and found Mary and Joseph, and the baby lying in a
manger. 17 And when they saw it, they made known the saying that had been told them
concerning this child. 18 And all who heard it wondered at what the shepherds told
them. 19 But Mary treasured up all these things, pondering them in her heart. 20 And the shepherds
returned, glorifying and praising God for all they had heard and seen, as it had been told them.
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“Silence and Fury” Video Script
It was that silent night
When the stars turned their gaze to marvel at the Earth
When the heavens gathered breathless round a lowly stable
When a young mother wept tears of worship, falling on the baby in her arms
And the song of the Earth arose in Bethlehem
Soft as the tender beating of his heart
And all was calm; all was bright
Yet could this be the same God of Abraham, the Conqueror of Israel?
This baby, this fragile life?
Is this child the one who burned his name in rapture across the gasping skies?
Whose voice spoke the oceans into crashing rhythms
Who crafted the mountains into guardians of the firmament
Whose hand ignited the thirst of the deserts
And the warring surge of the elemental hosts
Who breathed life from dust
Broke the oppressor’s rule
Scattered the chains of his people like sand
And led them through the wilderness with the pillar of flame
Is this child the one whose presence billowed thunderous on Sinai’s peak
Who surrounded Job with the roaring wind
Stood defiant in the raging furnace
Wrote judgment against tyrants
And blazed on the lips of the prophets
Scorching History’s pages with the fury of his might
Could this be the same God who chose to come as the vulnerable king
Setting his throne on straw and manger
Drawing forth the tears of shepherds
Receiving the gifts of wandering travellers
His fame unknown in this world?
He is Jesus
The one who thunders through the heavens yet whispers to our hearts
Who reigns victorious yet bows to serve the broken
He is God in the fury, God in the silence
He holds this mystery balanced in his hands
Holds our questions ‘til they lose their need
Until all we see is Him
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“Light of the World” Scripture Reading
Matthew 4:16 - NLT
The people who sat in darkness
have seen a great light.
And for those who lived in the land where death casts its shadow,
a light has shined.”
Isaiah 60:1 - NLT
“Arise, Jerusalem! Let your light shine for all to see.
For the glory of the LORD rises to shine on you.
Isaiah 60:2-3 - NLT
Darkness as black as night covers all the nations of the earth,
but the glory of the LORD rises and appears over you.
All nations will come to your light;
mighty kings will come to see your radiance.
Genesis 1:3 - NLT
Then God said, “Let there be light,” and there was light.
John 1:4 - NLT
The Word gave life to everything that was created, and his life brought light to everyone.
John 1:5 - NLT
The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness can never extinguish it.
John 8:12 - NLT
Jesus spoke to the people once more and said, “I am the light of the world. If you follow me, you
won’t have to walk in darkness, because you will have the light that leads to life.”
Psalm 27:1 - NLT
The LORD is my light and my salvation—so why should I be afraid?
The LORD is my fortress, protecting me from danger, so why should I tremble?
1 John 1:5 - NLT
This is the message we heard from Jesus[a] and now declare to you: God is light, and there is no
darkness in him at all.
John 12:46 - NLT
I have come as a light to shine in this dark world, so that all who put their trust in me will no
longer remain in the dark.
2 Corinthians 4:6 - NLT
For God, who said, “Let there be light in the darkness,” has made this light shine in our hearts so
we could know the glory of God that is seen in the face of Jesus Christ.
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“Why Did Jesus Come to Earth?” - Christmas Spoken Word Script
Original video can be viewed at https://skitguys.com/videos/spoken-word-christmas
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Scripture Reading – Philippians 2:5-11 ESV
Have this mind among yourselves, which is yours in Christ Jesus, 6 who, though he was in the
form of God, did not count equality with God a thing to be grasped, 7 but emptied himself, by
taking the form of a servant, being born in the likeness of men. 8 And being found in human
form, he humbled himself by becoming obedient to the point of death, even death on a
cross. 9 Therefore God has highly exalted him and bestowed on him the name that is above every
name, 10 so that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth and under
the earth, 11 and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.
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Children’s Choir Details:
The Crossgates Kingsingers Children’s choir consists of over 150 children from preschool age to
5th grade and their adult leaders. The Kingsingers meet every Wednesday night during the school
year to be trained in music and Scriptural teaching, preparing several musical throughout the
year.
The portion of the Kingsingers Choir in “Manger Throne” is made up of 50 3rd through 5th
graders. They will join the adult choir on “O Come All Ye Faithful” and will lead “Lift Up Your
Eyes” on their own.
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APPENDIX C: WORSHIP MINISTRY PROJECT PRESENTATION SUMMARY
-

Introduction
o I have been privileged to fulfill the requirements of my Worship Ministry Project
by developing a Christmas presentation with the amazing team I serve with at
Crossgates Baptist Church.
o At its inception, the central message that I sought to convey was two-fold:
§ First: To remind believers and declare to unbelievers the gravity of the
King of the Universe coming at Christmas to be born as a baby to die for
their sins and restore relationship
• JOHN 1:14 - And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and
we have seen His glory, glory as of the only Son from the Father,
full of grace and truth.
§ Second: To embrace the opportunity for seeking hearts to hear of the hope
of the Good News at Christmas.
o Jesus came as a baby, but lived a perfect life, died on a cross, and rose in victory 3
days later, offering forgiveness and eternal life to all who would come.
o Through music and the creative arts, this program entitled “Manger Throne” will
seek to depict the wonder of the Christmas story.
o The following will delve into these various ideas of Jesus as Emmanuel, Savior,
King of Kings, and the slain Lamb worthy of all praise forever. Also, I will
explain how our team and the people of Crossgates will seek to reach out to our
surrounding community in order to advance the Kingdom of God.

-

CHAPTER 1: The Mystery of the Incarnation
o During the 400-year period between the writing of Malachi and the Gospel of
Matthew, the Jewish people waited in silence for God to speak.
§ The great Christmas hymn display’s that longing:
• “O come, o come, Emmanuel, and ransom captive Israel that
mourns in lowly exile here, until the Son of God appears.”
§ They waited for the promised messiah that had been foretold in Isaiah 9:67:
• “For to us a child is born, to us a son is given; and the government
shall be upon his shoulder, and his name shall be called
Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince
of Peace. Of the increase of his government and of peace there will
be no end, on the throne of David and over his kingdom, to
establish it and to uphold it with justice and with righteousness
from this time forth and forevermore.”
o God’s silence was broken with a baby’s cry.
o Jesus was born to Mary, a virgin, conceived by the Holy Spirit in Bethlehem as
the prophets foretold:
§ “Behold the virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and they shall call His
name Immanuel, which means God with us.” – Matthew 1:23, ESV.
o This is a concept truly impossible for man to fathom.
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o Many writers have attempted to describe it:
§ The 17th Century Bishop of Armagh, James Usher, wrote “a notable
wonder indeed, and great beyond all comparison – that the Son of God
should be made of a woman which was made by Himself. That her womb
then, and the heavens now, should contain Him, whom the Heaven of
Heavens cannot contain.”
o God was now with us physically and sympathetically, now able to identify with
those He created as one of them.
o This Jesus was the Word that spoke creation into existence at the beginning.
o The video, “Silence and Fury” will serve as hinge point, pivoting into the message
of the Christmas program from the lighthearted opening act.
o Excerpt from video:
§ “Is this child the one whose presence billowed thunderous on Sinai’s
peak? Who surrounded Job with the roaring wind? Stood defiant in the
raging furnace? Wrote judgment against tyrants and blazed on the lips of
the prophets, scorching History’s pages with the fury of his might?… He
is Jesus, the one who thunders through the heavens yet whispers to our
hearts; who reigns victorious yet bows to serve the broken. He is God in
the fury, God in the silence.”
o The infinite God clothed Himself in flesh, in the finite.
o As Paul writes in Colossians 1:15-16, Jesus was now “the visible image of the
invisible God.”
o All of these ideas of Christ’s dual humanity and divinity should draw all those
who hear of it to wonder and worship.
§ In Real Worship, Warren Wiersbe states, that Jesus is both human and
divine, for He is “the Root of David” as well as the Lambof God. This
refers to our Lord’s human Jewish ancestry. He has both humility and
sovereignty, for He is “the Lion of the tribe of Judah.” He is both
Redeemerand Ruler, Savior and Sovereign…Paul was right: “Without
controversy great isthe mystery of godliness: God was manifested in the
flesh.” (1 Tim. 3:16).
o The Incarnation was the beginning of God’s redemptive plan.
o Jesus came as a light in the darkness.
§ Christmas Program Song
• Light of the World by We the Kingdom: “Light of the World,
crown in a manger, born for the cross, to suffer to save. High king
of heaven, death is the poorer, we are the richer by the price that
He paid. Sing hallelujah!”
o Jesus left heaven to humbly make His throne a manger in order to live a perfect
life and suffer for humanity.
o Jesus was born to die.
-

Chapter 2: Born to Die
o The significance of Christmas is found in what Jesus would later accomplish
through His death on the cross and His victorious resurrection.
o His birth was the beginning of God’s master redemptive plan.
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o He was the promised Messiah, the hope for the nations, the Savior.
o He came to pay the price of humanity’s sin, the cost of which is blood and death.
o For centuries, Levitical priests had made sacrifices unto the Lord, providing only
temporary atonement for the sins of God’s people.
o The debt caused by sin could quite literally not be paid by fallen man.
o Jesus came to be the final, perfect sacrifice, once and for all.
§ Not just for Israel, but for all mankind.
§ He fulfilled the requirements of the Law.
§ He lived a perfect life and was tried and tempted as we are.
• As Paul writes in Galatians 4:4-5, “When the fullness of time had
come, God sent forth his Son, born of woman, born under the
law, to redeem those who were under the law, so that we might
receive adoption as sons.”
o Jesus coming as Emmanuel expressed the depths of God’s love.
§ He came to die an awful on a cross that was not His own.
§ Isaiah 53:5 - “He was pierced for our transgressions; he was crushed for
our iniquities; upon him was the chastisement that brought us peace, and
with his wounds we are healed.”
§ When Jesus died, the curtain separating us from the Holy of holies was
torn in two and the intimate relationship we had lost in the Fall was now
open to all who would believe and surrender their lives to Jesus.
o Jesus serves as our Great High Priest, Advocate, and Mediator, making our
worship acceptable to our Holy Perfect God.
§ When we worship now, it is a Christopher Cocksworth writes, “with
Christ our brother, in Christ our priest but always through Christ our
sacrifice, whose death once for us is the means of our cleansing, renewing,
and perfecting.” – from Holy, Holy, Holy: Worshiping the Trinitarian God
o The sin debt was paid and God’s wrath was appeased.
o Jesus bore that wrath, bore our sin, shame and sorrow, as it says in Romans 5:6-8,
“while we were still sinners.”
o In an attempt to convey this amazing love, there will be two particular elements in
this Christmas program.
§ 1st Element: We will play a video we have recorded asking the audience
the questions “Why did Jesus come to Earth?” and “Why did He leave the
glory of heaven, humbling Himself to so great an extent as to take on the
feeble body of an infant?”
• This video answers that question by boldly declaring how Jesus
came as Emmanuel to pay for their sin, to take their shame, and to
suffer for their sake in order that they could have eternal life.
• Concludes with “He came for You!”
§ 2nd Element: Song – “This Blood”
• About the cleansing blood of Jesus and the salvation He brings.
§ Because this is the heart behind the program’s message: Jesus was born to
die on a cross, to be bodily resurrected, to offer the undeserved gift of
hope, forgiveness and eternal life.
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-

Chapter 3: King of kings
o This leads to the central scripture passage of the night:
§ As Paul writes in Philippians 2:6-11, “Though he was in the form of God,
he did not count equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied
himself, by taking the form of a servant, being born in the likeness of men.
And being found in human form, he humbled himself by becoming
obedient to the point of death, even death on a cross. Therefore God
has highly exalted him and bestowed on him the name that is above every
name, so that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and
on earth and under the earth, and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ
is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.”
o Jesus did not come as an earthly king would.
§ He came as a baby, not a conqueror.
§ He made His triumphal entry into Jerusalem on a donkey’s colt, not a
great warhorse.
§ He did not come to serve, but to be served, even washing His disciples’
feet.
§ He did not exalt Himself, but through His suffering, God exalted Him to
the place of highest honor.
o Jesus was the promised Messiah.
§ As Mary was told by the angels, in Luke 1:31-33 “He will be great and
will be called the Son of the Most High. The Lord God will give him the
throne of his father David, and he will reign over Jacob's descendants
forever; his kingdom will never end.”
o Israel had long suffered under the tyranny of sinful kings.
§ Jesus came as the king that would provide freedom that no earthly king
could.
§ Mary was told in Matthew 1:21 that Jesus would save His people from
their sins.”
§ David Bauer points out, “In the OT, the king functioned as the agent by
whom God saved his people from national enemies; here, Matthew
indicates that the ultimate problem facing persons in general and the
people of God in particular is not military oppression but bondage to sin,
and that this eschatological king's possibilities far surpass those of his
predecessors on the throne, because he can deal with the human situation
at its most profound level.”
§ He came to save not just Israel but the whole world.
o With the coming of Emmanuel came the Kingdom of God.
§ It was embodied in Christ, revealed through His redemptive works, and its
future is fulfilled through Him.
§ Visser ‘t Hooft – Jesus’ actions “reveal the actual victory of God over his
adversaries. The Kingdom of God is still a matter of the future, because it
is only present in the words and deeds of Jesus. But it is a matter of the
present because it is really among us in him.”
o Jesus fulfilled and continues to fulfill His own promises.
§ 2 Corinthians 2:20 - “All the promises of God are Yes in him.”
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§
§

Jesus is forever seated at the right hand of the Father, interceding for us.
He calls us to die to self, identifying with His death, and therefore
identifying with the eternal life found in Him.
• Ephesians 2:6 - “he raised us from the dead along with Christ and
seated us with him in the heavenly realms because we are united
with Christ Jesus.”
§ Watchman Nee in The Normal Christian Life - “Do you realize that we
have the same life today that God has? The life that He possesses in
heaven is the same life that He has imparted to us on the earth. That is the
‘precious gift of God’ (Rom. 6:23).”
§ The resurrection power that raised Jesus from the dead is at work in the
lives of His people.
§ Through Christ death and resurrection, we can now know His glory and be
with Him for eternity.
o He came as the humble king, coming down in order to bring us back up with Him.
§ C. S. Lewis in Miracles – “In the Christian story God descends to reascend. He comes down; down from the heights of absolute being into
time and space, down into humanity…But He goes down to come up
again and bring the whole ruined world up with Him.”
o Because of His suffering He has been exalted to the place of Highest honor, and
all His amazing works demand a response.
-

Chapter 4: Worthy of It All
o The only appropriate response to the love shown by Emmanuel is worship.
o The Gospel declares the glory of Jesus.
§ Michael Reeves – “Through the gospel, the Spirit has opened our eyes to
see, not merely that Christ is true, but more: that Christ is glorious.
Precious, desirable, captivating, satisfying, delightful . . . He, therefore, is
our greatest treasure: the treasure of the Father shared with us.”
§ Jesus is worthy of all worship.
o Through His suffering, Jesus regained the glory He had set aside when He came
to earth and He desires His follower to share in that glory.
§ John Froula describes this reciprocal glorification: “There are two
movements of glorification going on here: Jesus regaining the glory He
had from the beginning, which in turn has a salvific effect on
believers…After being glorified by the Father, His glory goes out in a
saving way to the disciples. By His death, the glory of Jesus breaks forth.”
o All who give their lives to Him can now worship in His glorious presence, and
can boldly enter the Holy of holies to worship at the feet of the Father.
o Those whose hearts and minds have been drawn by the holy Spirit of God to the
saving love of Christ cannot help but lift Him up in praise.
o As I previously stated, the glory of Jesus demands a response.
§ We can choose to follow Him or reject Him.
§ One day, “every knee will bow and tongue confess that Jesus Christ is
Lord.”
o The greater we understand His love, the greater our worship will be.
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§

Allen Ross in Recalling the Hope of Glory - “To the degree that we see the
God of glory as real and worthy of praise, we shall be prepared to
participate fully in true celebration; and to the degree that we appreciate
the redemption we have in His blood, we shall respond with enthusiastic
thanksgiving and praise.”
o All who give their lives to Him can look forward to the eternal worship that will
take place in heaven.
§ This is glimpsed in the worship service portrayed in Revelation 4 and 5.
§ Revelation 5:12 - “Worthy is the Lamb who was slain, to receive power
and wealth and wisdom and might and honor and glory and blessing!”
o In the Christmas program, people will have the chance to respond to the message
they have heard.
§ After “This Blood” I will read our theme scripture Philippians 2:5-11 to
bring the ideas of Jesus humbling Himself, dying for the sins of all, and
how He is now seated in glory and worthy of worship.
§ This will be followed by two songs:
• Song - “There is a King”
o Declares Jesus as King of all kings and His victory over
death.
o Describes how He has been given the name above every
name and how He will be worshiped for all time.
• Song - “Worthy of It All”
o Describing the heavenly scene from Revelation 4 and 5.
o “You are worthy of it all, for from You are all things and to
You are all things. You deserve the glory!”
o This will be the climactic moment of the service, leading
into a time of response in which Pastor David Jett will
provide a clear presentation of the Gospel and a time for
those in attendance to respond by giving their lives to
Christ or simply to be prayed over by the deacons and
pastors we will have placed around the room.
-

Chapter 5: Christmas Evangelism
o It the hope of all who have helped me to assemble this project that the lifechanging love of Jesus will be overwhelmingly evident.
o Christmas is a time of joy more many but can also be a time of deeper heartache.
§ Elissa Liebowitz - “For people who have recently lost a loved one—not
just through death but through divorce or estrangement—the holiday
season can be the most difficult time of year.
o During a time in which people’s hearts are softened, I see a Christmas program as
an incredible tool for evangelistic outreach.
o To invite and bring in people who are hurting and share the hope and love found
in Jesus, to fulfill the great Commission given by Jesus in Matthew 28:19-20 to
“Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I
have commanded you.”
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o Obedience and evangelism should be a byproduct of true worship.
o God’s people worshipping observed by unbelievers can be used by the Holy Spirit
to draw them in to know Him.
§ William Temple – “The world can be saved by one thing and that is
worship. For to worship is to quicken the conscience by the holiness of
God, to feed the mind with the truth of God, to purge the imagination by
the beauty of God, to open the heart to the love of God, to devote the will
to the purpose of God.”
o Every church is surrounded by a community in need of hearing the Gospel.
§ We must go to the unchurched, not expect them to come to us.
§ This program will serve as an offering to the community from the people
of Crossgates Baptist of the love of Jesus.
o It is our goal to saturate every moment of this program with the love of Christ,
from the moment someone gets to the parking lot until the end of the program.
§ We are hoping to build relationship, break down walls, disarm, and do
whatever we can to prepare their hearts to hear the Gospel.
§ This comes from the concept of “Pre-evangelism”:
• David and Norman Geisler - “If evangelism is planting the seeds of
the Gospel, then pre-evangelism is tilling the soil of people’s minds
and hearts to help them be more willing to listen to the truth (1
Corinthians 3:6). Tilling the soil is more important because
sometimes the ground is too hard, making it more difficult to plant
the seeds of the Gospel in people’s hearts (1 Corinthians 2:14).
Any farmer knows that before he plants the seeds, he must look at
the condition of the soil. Because of the kind of world we live in
today, we may not be able to plant the seeds of the Gospel until we
work the soil of people’s minds and hearts.”
o Pre-evangelism from parking lot to seat § Warm greetings, smiles, being the aroma of Christ
§ offering hot chocolate and cider,
§ Photo booth,
§ Live Pre-service Christmas music
§ These are serve opportunities for our people through volunteer teams.
o Church members have been encouraged to invite others.
§ Thom Rainer – “82 percent of the unchurched are at least ‘somewhat
likely’ to attend church if they are invited”
• “The next obvious question is: Are Christians inviting nonChristians to church? The heartbreaking answer is no. Only 21
percent of active churchgoers invite anyone to church in the course
of a year. But only 2 percent of church members invite an
unchurched person to church.”
§ We have asked our people to prayerfully ask the Lord who they should
invite that needs to hear the Gospel.
• Co-worker
• Family member
• Friend
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• Who can they bring with them?
Promotional Tools provided:
• Posters made available for businesses
• QR Code Invite Cards
§ The mission statement of Crossgates is “Carrying the transforming love of
Jesus to every longing heart.”
o “Pre-evangelism” during the program –
§ Congregational Carol singing
§ Funny videos
• Paul McGee in How to Speak So People Really Listen – “When a
person laughs, it releases endorphins in the brain—feel good
chemicals. And when they’re relaxed they feel less threatened and
are more receptive to your message…Humor can release tension,
create a connection, and cause people to become more receptive to
you.”
§ Snowball fight, Rap song with students
§ Children’s choir
§ Reading of the Christmas story – Luke 2:1-20
§ Beautiful songs with choir, orchestra, band, and soloists
§ Dance – Ballet and Contemporary
o This all serves in the pursuit to disarm and prepare hearts for the message.
§ The goal is not emotional manipulation or artful persuasion, but is, as
Brian Williams denotes, “the attempt to remove obstacles, both felt and
thought, and to awaken desire for the transcendent so that the gospel might
be given a fair and interested hearing.”
o This is my heart’s longing for this program: that from the parking lot to the time
the Gospel is presented, we have done everything we can through the guidance of
the Holy Spirit to till the soil of people’s hearts to receive the seed of the Gospel.
§

-

Conclusion
o The story of God coming to earth as a baby can become, if we allow it, an
afterthought in the midst of the fast paced holiday season.
o However, it is a truth so profound it should bring us to our knees in worship.
o It is story of the depths of the profound love of our Savior and the lengths He
went to save us.
§ As Richard Phillips writes, God became Emmanuel, “to draw near to us in
sympathy, to make atonement for our sins, and ultimately to bring us into
heaven for eternity with him.”
o It is my prayer that all who are a part of this program, whether attendee, singer,
musician, pastor, or volunteer, would be reminded of the significance of God
becoming Emmanuel and would be drawn to surrender and worship.
§ He “is Jesus, the one who thunders in the heavens yet whispers to our
hearts, who reigns victorious yet bows to serve the broken. He is God in
the fury, God in the silence. He holds this mystery balanced in His hands,
hold our questions ‘til they lose their need, until all we see is Him.” – from
“Silence and Fury”
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APPENDIX D: PURCHASED VIDEO CONTENT
“Silence and Fury”
This video can be purchased at https://storyloop.com/downloads/silence_and_fury/.
Package contains various video formats and resolutions, full script, audio stems, stills, and
motion backgrounds.
This video was chosen because of how it so poignantly conveys the wonder and mystery
of the incarnation. Through its beautiful poetry and powerful visual imagery. It describes how
the helpless infant in the manger is the same God who spoke the universe into being, who
rescued His people throughout history, and who worked so many miraculous wonders in the Old
Testament. We created our own voice over with two Crossgates staff members utilizing the other
elements in the video package (click file, audio stems, etc.) instead of using the stock voice over.
This will allow a more familiar voice to be heard by the listener.
“Spoken Word Christmas”
This video can be purchased at https://skitguys.com/videos/spoken-wordchristmas?gclid=CjwKCAiAksyNBhAPEiwAlDBeLL6RG6nX8LYQET5n9GzzIMQ8yma1hPQ
ZcAUbvFL8wzbXpa58TfCgrxoCsiAQAvD_BwE.
Purchase of this video includes streaming rights. The Crossgates Media team took the
script of the original video and similar elements from the original video’s scenes and recreated it
using two Crossgates Staff members.
This video was chosen because it gives a clear presentation of the Gospel at Christmas. It
declares that Jesus came to earth, left the glory of heaven, to bear our sin and shame on the cross.
As the video concludes, “He came for you!”
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APPENDIX E: PROGRAMMING SHEETS
Transitions and Programming Notes
(Updated 12/6/21)
PRE-SERVICE –
- CLIFF HELLUMS (DRUMS), TYLER KEMP (KEYBOARD), AND JIM LOGAN
(SAX) – JAZZ TRIO, PRE-SERVICE CHRISTMAS MUSIC
O FRONT CENTER STAGE
O DRUMS CENTER, SAX MIC, KEYBOARD SET UP
O BEGIN ~30 MINUTES BEFORE
O NO IMAG - LOGO AND CHRISTMAS IMAGERY ONSCREEN
O JAZZ TRIO TEARS DOWN AND EXITS AT 2:50PM/5:50PM
- COUNTDOWN BEGINS 10 MINUTES BEFORE PROGRAM START
- “HOW TO LIGHT YOUR CANDLE” Video at 2:56PM/5:56PM (END AT 0:00 ON
COUNTDOWN)
O CHOIR/KINGSINGERS ENTER DURING VIDEO
§ CHOIR ENTERS STAGE LEFT
§ KINGSINGERS ENTER CENTER FROM THRUST STAGE
1. “O COME ALL YE FAITHFUL” – (TRIO - WILL RAMSEY, BRIELLE WEST,
ELIZABETH TATUM)
a. TRIO AT FRONT CENTER STAGE
b. WORDS ON SCREEN and IMAG
c. SPARKLERS USED THROUGHOUT
d. KINGSINGERS ON EITHER SIDE OF TRIO
e. PARTY ATMOSPHERE LIGHTS
2. WELCOME - JONATHAN - STAGE LEFT
a. KINGSINGERS EXIT SIDE STAGE
b. JONATHAN AND ALAN MOVE TO SUNDAY POSITIONS
3. “JOY TO THE WORLD (JOYFUL, JOYFUL)” – (DUET – JONATHAN AND ALAN)
a. WORDS ON SCREEN AND IMAG
b. BRAD MOVES TO POSITION DURING FINAL CHORUS FROM STAGE
RIGHT
c. ROLL TO NEXT SONG IMMEDIATELY
4. “HARK THE HERALD ANGELS SING” – (SOLO – BRAD RANDALL)
a. BRAD ENTERS STAGE RIGHT
b. SOLO FROM FRONT CENTER STAGE
c. WORDS ON SCREEN AND IMAG
d. END – HOUSE GOES DARK
i. BRAD EXITS, JONATHAN AND ALAN MOVE BACK
ii. NO SLEEP TEAM MOVES ONSTAGE TO CENTER FROM SL
iii. CONGREGATION AND CHOIR SEATED
5. “NO SLEEP TILL NEW YEARS – (TRIO – BENNON HODGES, NATHAN GOSS,
BRIELLE WEST) W/ DANCE TEAM (4) AND WILL BROWN (SAX)
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a. TRIO LEADS FROM FRONT CENTER STAGE
b. DANCERS MID CENTER STAGE
c. SNOWBALLS PASSED OUT FROM AISLES ~2:10 (STUDENT TEAM)
d. TRIO MOVES UP TO THRUST
e. SNOW MACHINES DURING SNOWBALL FIGHT
f. WILL BROWN SAX SOLO “
”
g. WORDS ON SCREEN AND NSTNY VIDEO THROUGHOUT
6. MISSIONS MOMENT AND VIDEO – OLIVER INTROS - FRONT CENTER
STAGE
a. NSTNY TEAM EXITS STAGE RIGHT
b. SNOWBALLS CLEANED UP
c. VIDEO ROLLED AT OLIVER’S CUE
d. KINGSINGERS ENTER FROM THRUST, MOVE TO MAIN STAGE DURING
VIDEO
7. “LIFT UP YOUR EYES” – KINGSINGERS
a. 5 SINGERS ON HEADSET MICS
b. LEAD FROM MAIN STAGE
c. WORDS ON SCREEN AND IMAG
d. TRACK PLAYED FROM ABLETON
e. END - KINGSINGERS EXIT FROM THRUST
8. “INFANT LOWLY, INFANT HOLY” – (SOLO – JASON BUCKLEY)
a. JASON INTROS AND SING FROM FRONT CENTER STAGE
b. WORDS ON SCREEN AND IMAG
c. END – STAGE LIGHTS DOWN
i. STOOLS BROUGHT TO THRUST STAGE (STAGE HANDS)
9. READING OF THE CHRISTMAS STORY – (DAN AND BONNIE ARMSTRONG)
WITH 3 CHILDREN
a. ENTER FROM AND READ FROM THRUST STAGE
b. CHILDREN ON THRUST STEPS
c. PENDANT LIGHT MOVED TO CENTER STAGE (STAGE HANDS?
MEDIA?)
D. PIANO MOVED UP TO MID CENTER STAGE?
E. CHRISTMAS-Y BACKGROUND ON SCREEN
10. “O HOLY NIGHT” – (DUET – CAITLYN SHOWS AND JONATHAN)
A. DUET SING IN FRONT AND EITHER SIDE OF PIANO
B. LOW LIGHT/PENDANT LIGHTS/FLOOR LIGHTS
C. LOW LYING FOG
d. WORDS ON SCREEN AND IMAG
e. END - PENDANT LIGHTS MOVED BACK (STAGE HANDS? MEDIA?)
i. PIANO MOVED BACK?
ii. LIGHTS GO DARK FOR VIDEO
11. “SILENCE AND FURY” – VIDEO
A. ROLL AS SOON AS HOUSE IS DARK
B. 3 SCREEN ELEMENT
C. MANGER SCENE TEAM MOVES TO MID CENTER STAGE FROM SL
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D. STABLE ASSEMBLED AND RAISED (2 SHEPHERDS W/ 2 STAGE
HANDS)
E. MANGER AND STOOL BROUGHT TO CENTER STAGE (SHEPHERD)
F. TRIO MOVES TO SOLO POSITION (CHOIR STAGE RIGHT)
12. “O COME O COME EMMANUEL” – (TRIO – NATHAN GOSS, JENNIFER
BOYKIN, LIZ SHOWS)
a. TRIO LEADS FROM SOLO POSITION CHOIR STAGE RIGHT
b. DRAMA AND DANCERS BEGIN MOVEMENT AT DRUM ENTRANCE
~2:30
c. MARY, JOSEPH, BABY JESUS END ON THRUST
d. WORDS ON SCREEN AND IMAG
e. LOW LYING FOG
f. MANGER SCENE DARK UNTIL DRUMS ENTER
g. END – STABLE DISASSEMBLE AND STACKED CENTER STAGE (2
SHEPHERDS AND STAGE HANDS)
i. MANGER REMOVED STAGE LEFT
ii. DRAMA EXITS STAGE LEFT
13. “LIGHT OF THE WORLD” – (DUET – ALAN AND ELAINE CAGLE) W/ BALLET
MAG
a. ALAN INTROS WITH SCRIPTURE READING AS DRAMA TEAM EXITS
b. BALLET MAG USES FULL MAIN STAGE
c. DUET SINGS FROM SOLO POSITION (CHOIR STAGE RIGHT)
d. END – LIGHTS DARK FOR VIDEO
14. “WHY DID JESUS COME TO EARTH?” – VIDEO
a. BALLET MAG EXITS
b. ALAN AND ELAINE MOVE BACK
15. “THIS BLOOD” – (SOLO – ELIZABETH TATUM (SAT.)/TRISH MCNULTY
(SUN)
a. SOLO SINGS FROM FRONT CENTER STAGE
b. RED LIGHTING
16. SCRIPTURE READING – PHILIPPIANS 2:5-11 NLT
a. JONATHAN, ALAN, AND RANDY (TRUMPET) MOVE INTO POSITION
b. JONATHAN READS FROM STAGE LEFT
c. CHOIR SEATED?
d. VERSE ON SCREEN AND IMAG
17. “THERE IS A KING” – (DUET – JONATHAN AND ALAN) W/ FLUGELHORN
SOLO (RANDY DICKERSON)
a. JH AND AC SING FROM NORMAL POSITIONS
b. RANDY PLAYS FROM FAR STAGE RIGHT
c. WORDS ON SCREEN AND IMAG
d. SPOTLIGHTS ON JONATHAN, ALAN, AND RANDY
e. CHOIR REMAIN SEATED?
f. END – JH AND AC MOVE BACK, RANDY RETURN TO ORCH
g. ROLL TO NEXT SONG IMMEDIATELY
18. “WORTHY OF IT ALL” – (SOLO – LIZ SHOWS) W/ BALLET MAG
a. LIZ SING FROM FRONT CENTER STAGE/THRUST
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b. MAIN STAGE LIGHTS UP
c. BALLET MAG DANCE USING FULL MAIN STAGE
19. GOSPEL PRESENTATION AND MINISTRY TIME – PASTOR DAVID JETT
a. DEACONS AND PASTORS MOVE INTO PLACE AROUND OUTSIDE OF
SANCTUARY
b. JONATHAN AND ALAN MOVE TO SUNDAY POSITIONS
20. “TURN YOUR EYES” – (SOLO – MAGGIE BAILEY (SAT.)/SHELLEY
CRENSHAW (SUN.)
a. SOLO LEADS FROM SOLO POSITION (CHOIR STAGE RIGHT)
b. PASTOR REMAINS ON STAGE TO FACILITATE MINISTRY TIME
c. HOUSE LIGHTS UP TO ENCOURAGE MOVEMENT
d. THOSE STILL PRAYING AT THE END ESCORTED TO PRAYER ROOMS
21. LIGHTING OF THE CANDLES – PASTOR DAVID JETT
a. PASTOR INTROS
b. CANDLE LIGHTERS ENTER AT PASTORS CUE AND BEGIN LIGHTING
AROUND ROOM
22. “SILENT NIGHT”
a. ALL SING
b. CONTINUE UNTIL ALL CANDLES LIT
c. LIGHTS CONTINUALLY DIM AS CANDLES ARE LIT
d. BRING STAGE LIGHTS UP FOR CLOSE
e. JONATHAN PROVIDES BENEDICTION TO CLOSE
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A Crossgates Christmas 2021
Mic Assignment List
MIC

IEM Pack

Jonathan Henderson

SENN

JON

Alan Cagle

AXIENT

AC

Brielle West

F

F

Will Ramsey

D

D

Brad Randall

C

C

Bennon Hodges

A1

SPARE

Nathan Goss

G

G

Will Brown

WIRELESS INST PACK 5 AUX IEM

Jason Buckley

H

H

Caitlyn Shows

B

B

Jennifer Boykin

ANN2

J

Liz Shows
I
I
____________________________________________________
Elaine Cagle

S1

Elizbeth Tatum

S1
E

E

Trish McNaulty

A

A

Maggie/Shelley

S2

S2

Lori Shuler

J

N/A

Kathie
Gayle

DD
AA

N/A
N/A
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Carolyn

BB

N/A

Ashley

CC

N/A

Kingsingers

DRAMA 1-5 N/A

Dan Armstrong

HS1

N/A

Bonnie Armstrong

HS2

N/A
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General Stage Plot:
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APPENDIX F: REHEARSAL DETAILS
The following information sheet was the document provided to all worship and media
team members, including choir, orchestra, band, tech team, and drama teams. It documents all
rehearsals from November 21st through the week of the program. For a program of this scope
with so many elements, a detailed rehearsal schedule is vital. Also documented is childcare
information, dress code, between service meal information, and parking information for
participants.
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Band Rehearsal Schedule:
Below is the tentative song rehearsal schedule used for the worship band. Because much
of the music used in this Christmas program is driven by the rhythm section, it was imperative
that the band began rehearsals early enough to be overly familiar with the music, providing a
firm musical foundation for the rest of the worship team.
Song Title
O Come All Ye Faithful
Joy to the World (Joyful, Joyful)
Hark! The Herald Angels Sing
Infant Lowly, Infant Holy
O Holy Night
O Come, O Come Emmanuel
Light of the World
This Blood
There is a King
Worthy of It All
Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus
No Sleep 'Till New Year's

19-Oct
X
X
X
X

26-Oct
X

2-Nov

X

X

X

X
X

X

9-Nov
X

X

16-Nov
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

30-Nov
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Week of Program Rehearsal Schedule
Tuesday Tech Rehearsal
The Tech rehearsal involves band, orchestra, and soloists only. It serves primarily as a
time for all soloists to become familiar with their microphone assignments and establish their inear monitor mixes. During this rehearsal, the sound tech is able to begin mixing the band and
orchestra levels. Videos are tested. The lighting engineer begins laying out lighting cues, which
continue to be edited through each dress rehearsal. Not all songs are run at this rehearsal and
only some are played in their entirety.
Wednesday Dress Rehearsal
The first dress rehearsal brings in the choir and children’s choir, as well as dramatic
elements, including dancers, actors, and speakers. This rehearsal serves as the first chance for all
transitions to be tested and adjusted if needed. The choir also joins this rehearsal to allow the
sound engineer to establish the choir mix. Most songs are played through, although out of order.
Notes are taken throughout the rehearsal and the core team meets after to make the necessary
adjustments.
Thursday Dress Rehearsal
The final dress rehearsal is a start to finish run through of the entire program. Singers,
musicians, dancers, and actors all wear performance attire. This allows the stage director to
establish camera shots. Lighting is fully tested. All video transitions are run. This rehearsal helps
the director to get an idea of the full program runtime. Again, the core team meets at the end of
the rehearsal to discuss changes and make the necessary adjustments, if any, before the day of
the program. Vital to the success of all rehearsals is an atmosphere of prayer and worship.
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APPENDIX G: INVITATION CAMPAIGN
One of the primary intentions for this Christmas program is
evangelistic outreach. The program is structured in such a way as to portray a
clear picture of the Gospel and how it pertains to Christmas. In the promotion
for the program, members of Crossgates Baptist Church were highly
encouraged to invite their friends, family members, neighbors, and co-workers
to attend.
A video was recorded and played during Sunday morning
announcements informing church members of the heart behind the program
and how they could be a part: by coming, praying, and inviting others to
come. They were called to seek the Lord, asking Him who He would want
them to invite that needs to hear about the hope found in Jesus.
Several promotional materials were provided to assist church members
in the invite process. The following are the “Manger Throne” logo and
promotional materials developed in tandem with the Crossgates Baptist Media
Team. These included posters that could be displayed in local businesses as
well as invite cards containing a QR code that, when scanned, takes that
person to the ticket website and allows them to choose the service time that
works best for his or her family.
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Poster:
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Invite Card with QR Code:

